Case Study
Background
We already have and use many REDARC products in our vehicles and camping
set ups that we are extremely happy with, so when we learnt about a new
product REDARC were bringing into the market to make managing your
essentials in an integrated package, it was a no brainer for us to be lining up to
get it fitted to our off road touring camper.
What problem did RedVision resolve
We all travel and camp differently and have different needs, but if you are
someone that is looking to invest in a new camper and want 12v power to
manage fridges, lights, pumps, accessories and solar inputs, then we would be
suggesting that you talk to the manufacturer of that new camper and ask them
how they go about making all that happen. Ask what warranty they offer, what
technical backup they are using. It’s here we would suggest that RedVision
offers a turnkey solution that’s Australian made and fully supported and needs
to be on your shopping list.
How do you use RedVision
We are finding new ways every time we are away camping on how the
RedVision system makes life on the road so much better. Its fault-finding display
and identification for a blown fuse is simply fantastic, making it so easy to rectify
a blown fuse. Use your phone and app like a remote control turning lights on
and off in and out of the camper and setting alarms for our essentials like 12v
power and water means we are alerted in time to take action before we run low.
REDARC Support
When it comes to customer support, I don’t know of too many businesses that
supply the phone assistance support like REDARC does. We had one minor
issue early on and were able to rectify it while on the road by making a call to
the technical support team who talked us through the solution.
Key benefit
Having remote control access via the smart phone app means you can see the
status of 12v accessories and battery readings and charging rates - even with
the camper fully closed it’s a real bonus.

We would suggest that RedVision
offers a turnkey solution that’s
Australian made and fully supported
and needs to be on your shopping
list.

About: My Aussie Travel Guide

My Aussie Travel Guide are
perpetual travellers and urban
escape adventurers. Since 2010,
they have traded their everyday
corporate lives to become
digital nomads providing travel
inspiration tips along the way

Vehicle: Ultimate Camper Explor GT

Accessories fitted:

REDARC Manager30
150 watt solar blanket
190 watt solar blanket
REDARC 1000 watt Pure Sine
Wave Inverter
Accessories controlled by
RedVision:

110L ARB Fridge/Freezer
130L water tank
12v Sirocco Fans
Fusion stereo system
USB and Cigarette outlets
LED lights

Case Study
We need more than anything to know the State of Charge and
whether we’re recharging our batteries correctly so that we
won’t experience a shortfall in 12v reserves.

Want to know more? Visit
www.redarc.com.au/redvision

